Warrior Racing has been working day and night over the winter break to get as much done as possible. The frame is complete and out of its jig. Leak tests are being done on several components of RW-8. Soon the engine will be mounted. These are just a few of the team’s accomplishments. Overall steady progress is being made, putting our completion date well before any other Warrior Racing car!
Meet a Warrior Racing Teammate

**Joe Pisani**
Currently pursuing a BS in Mechanical Engineering, Junior Status  
**A Little Bit About Myself**  
I enjoy working on automobiles, snowmobiles and motorcycles. If something is broken I tend to figure out a way to fix it, as opposed to buying new or paying someone else to fix it. I recently purchased a 1991 Mustang GT that I’m in the process of restoring.  
**Why I Joined Warrior Racing**  
I joined because I wanted to apply the concepts that I learned in the classroom in a real world setting.  
**Favorite Part of Warrior Racing**  
My favorite part of Warrior Racing is being able to work on a long term project with a diverse group of people. I enjoy teaching new members about proper machining and shop safety, as this assists the team to have positive growth in the future.  
**Recent Team Activity**  
Currently, I am responsible for the suspension of our new model RW8. I’m working on writing a Matlab program that will calculate suspension parameters based on suspension geometry. I hope this program will help future members to refine suspension designs.

---

**2014 Detroit Auto Show**
Warrior Racing was invited to return to the North American International Auto Show in Detroit to showcase our formula cars. We’ll be bringing our veteran vehicle RW-7 along with our newest creation RW-8. Be sure to visit us on the lower level of the event!

Saturday January 18th thru Sunday January 29th.  
Doors open at 9:00 a.m.  
Visit the following site for more information.  